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Topic- 0022: “Elements of a TV drama script” 

Structure of Drama 

Ancient Greek drama contained structural divisions and these gradually evolved to a five part 

structure in drama. By the 16th century, Five Act plays were the order of the day with any 

number of scenes in each act. 

A traditional play thus came to be a Five Act Play. What was the structure followed here? 

 Exposition or introduction 

 Rising Action 

 Climax 

 Falling Action 

 Denouement or conclusion 

 

Exposition: This is the introduction of the play which provides important background 

information about the characters, setting, and the conflict they face or are about to face. It may 

reveal an incident in a character’s past that has a bearing on the plot. The exposition leads the 

audience to follow through the rest of the story. 

Rising action: This is the second characteristic in the structure of a drama. The plot moves 

forward with further twists and complications in the conflict and many sub-plots. The actions 

lead the audience toward high intensity, anticipation, and suspense. 

Climax: The highest point of dramatic intensity and the most intense moment in the plot is the 

climax. The questions and mysteries are unraveled at this point. It is a turning point in the play 

for the protagonist where things from then on will either turn out better or worse for him 

depending on the kind of play it is. 

Falling Action: This is the part where conflicts are more or less resolved and the play moves on 

to its end. 

Denouement: This is the conclusion of the play where everything is better off than when it 

started, as in a comedy, or things are worse than when the play began, as in the case of a tragedy. 

Conflicts are resolved. Motives are clear. Final details are straightened up. 
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